Craig Webb – Dream Analyst/Author/Researcher
Craig Sim Webb is a Speaker/Author/Researcher on dreams, applied psychology and
consciousness, as well as a physicist and biomedical inventor. His life path was set in motion three
decades ago when he nearly drowned on a rafting trip, and then suddenly began recalling up to 10
dreams/day and having powerful lucid and vision dreams. A McGill University graduate with
pioneering dream research at Stanford University and Montreal’s Sacré-Coeur Hospital, he has
designed personal development and biofeedback tools with worldwide distribution, trained for a
decade in communications and conflict resolution, and helped found/produce Making Contact (a
well-respected international radio show that has aired weekly on 150-250 stations since 1995).
With the aim of sharing empowering, practical information, techniques, and skills, Mr. Webb has
had the honor to be an invited expert for major motion pictures, Fortune 500 corporations,
various universities, and well over a thousand international media (BBC, ABC, CBS, NBC,
Discovery, PBS, NPR, etc.) He has led hundreds of training programs and over 1500 miles of
transformational outdoor quests with a refreshing style that blends science, soul, heart and
humor. It’s been his privilege to empower CEO’s, world-class athletes, top celebrities, bestselling authors, and many others, helping them make profound breakthroughs while having plenty
of fun in the process.

Career and Life Highlights
·
·
·
·
·
·

Invited/featured author/expert for SyFy, various books, magazines, e-zines, and a BBC national radio show
Toured extensively worldwide in 2007/8 as high-profile expert for Tommy Hilfiger empowerment media campaign
Executive Director for two decades of the non-profit DREAMS Foundation
Designed lucid dreaming induction device and techniques at renowned dream research facility (Stanford)
Former CTO w/ Silicon Valley corporation (TV/media appearances and patent for humanitarian, life-saving invention)
7+ yrs volunteer service: Montreal’s Neurological Institute, Royal Victoria & Children’s Hospitals & suicide hotline, etc.

Testimonials
“I admire your work and dedication. Your ability to deliver complex ideas clearly and concisely is outstanding, plus you
are a wonderful listener.” –Bailey Barash, Emmy-winning Executive Producer, CNN Science News
“I’ve been quite impressed with Craig's sincerity, skillfulness, and remarkably prescient interest in everybody he meets. I am
sure you will find him to be one of those rare, authentic persons who are a pleasure to deal with. I highly recommend that you
look at his remarkable work. Truly.” –Mark Schneider, Producer/Host, CTV News' Horizons
“Thanks for all your wisdom.” –M. W., Feature Motion Picture Producer (>$200 million budget)
“Craig Webb is a great asset to the world community as a global leader in his field with his truly one of a kind outstanding work as a
powerful voice and visionary, an educational artist, inventor, physicist and global presenter, graced with a plethora of musical and oncamera talents. I have seen first hand how Mr. Webb can take very complex levels of information and distill them in an age, gender,
socio-emotional and consciously appropriate manner, and deliver the goods with panache to his enthusiastic audiences.”
–Maria del Rey, CEO, MDR kids, a $multimillion media corporation
“There seem to be great opportunities for how properly implemented dreamwork could complement and integrate with more traditional
healing methodology. I honor and encourage the valuable contributions that Mr. Webb is making to get such valuable information into
the hands of people who are in the position to help others.”–Tom Hutchison, M.D., Director, McGill University Whole Person Care
“Fascinating stuff.” –Joseph Mallozzi, Writer/Executive Producer, Stargate Atlantis (SciFi’s longest running weekly show)
“Thank you for being there for me, I appreciate you and who you are. You are amazing and your gifts to offer the world are vast and
important.” –J. Day, $multimillion corporation owner
“Craig is the most powerful, inspiring and skilled trainer that I know.” –A.C., CEO of two $multimillion corporations
“Your ability to deliver dream content on-camera is a marvel.” –C. Colville, Producer, BBC
“Craig, the response to your interview was phenomenal. We had loads of calls and website hits. We're really interested to get
you back on the show in the near future.” –David Brain, TalkSPORT radio, UK’s largest commercial station

